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Caveats
Caveats describe unexpected behavior in a product. The Open Caveats section lists open caveats that apply
to the current release and may apply to previous releases. A caveat that is open for a prior release and is still
unresolved applies to all future releases until it is resolved.

To view the details of the software bugs pertaining to your product, click the Caveat ID/Bug ID number in
the table. The corresponding Bug Search Tool window is displayed with details of the Caveat ID/Bug ID.

The Bug Search Tool (BST), which is the online successor to the Bug Toolkit, is designed to improve the
effectiveness in network risk management and device troubleshooting. The BST allows partners and customers
to search for software bugs based on product, release, and keyword, and aggregates key data, such as bug
details, product, and version. The tool has a provision to filter bugs based on credentials to provide external
and internal bug views for the search input.

To view the details of a caveat whose ID you do not have, perform the following procedure:

1. Access the BST using your Cisco user ID and password at:

https://tools.cisco.com/bugsearch/

2. In the Bug Search window that is displayed, enter the necessary information in the corresponding fields.

For more information about how to use the Cisco Bug Search Tool effectively, including how to set email
alerts for bugs and to save bugs and searches, see Bug Search Tool Help & FAQ.

This chapter lists the Open and Resolved Caveats in Cisco DCNM, and contains the following section:

Resolved Caveats
The following table lists the Resolved bugs for Cisco DCNM, Release 11.4(1).
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DescriptionCaveat ID Number

After removing of the port channel member from L3-port channel its not reflected in
the GUI

CSCvr27504

Pending config API giving 0 line diff in case of freeform restoreCSCvs19617

[FSV-sim] FHR discovery fails, sim connection failureCSCvs26355

Mcast v4/v6 multipath config gets negated after first deployCSCvs28595

Error seen while attaching a policy which was imported using csvCSCvs32334

Health-monitor: Duplicate alerts showingCSCvs33668

DCNM-Install:DCNM install should validate the oracle DB during the install.CSCvs45584

EPL: Dual Attached and Dual Stacked Level 2 charts data issueCSCvs47591

Cluster mode inline upgrade from 11.2 to 11.3(0.556) stuck at rabbitmq restartCSCvs47864

Profile refresh of the VRF- edit of dot1q and IP are not reflected on the other side of
fabric

CSCvs47883

EPL and Telemetry enable/disable fails when DCNM tracker is enabledCSCvs49653

Subinterface mtu ordering issue seen after Backup RestoreCSCvs52351

DCNM 11.3.1 and earlier version extremely slow with Chrome version 80 and above.CSCvt42395

EPL: EPL dashboard is empty when NXAPI calls are dropped by ISE due to missing
Remote IP

CSCvu42893

Open Caveats
The following table lists the Open bugs for Cisco DCNM, Release 11.4(1).

DescriptionCaveat ID Number

SAN Insight: Display warning upon configuring different query types on switches in
the same fabric

CSCvm90923

On attaching multiple networks to same interface, the interface diff gets aggregated
to single N/W

CSCvr28767

Multi-line banners not shown correctly in side by side diff when Tracker is installed.CSCvt39784

N/w Name modifications not reflected on N/w deployment pageCSCvu23101

Unassigned ES shards results in ES status as REDCSCvu42611

config push failed but reported as success in deployment historyCSCvu44795

st fex qos policy deployed only at one peer causes vpc type 2 inconsistencyCSCvu47104
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DescriptionCaveat ID Number

inherited config not removed from member after PO removedCSCvu49958

"Few licenses are assigned with Eval license, When we assign license through Smart
license proxy "

CSCvu54422

pod Name search and Host name search results do not go away on clearing search fieldCSCvu61857

EPL: the data downloaded from the snapshot generation has VRF and network
interchanged

CSCvu67744

KCV: On resync, one of the cluster data is not visualizedCSCvu68076

Attach/detach of service-policy fails to generate intent in some occassionsCSCvu73694

Failed to load logs error in Administration ---> Logs on click on log filesCSCvu81364

L2 DA/DS dashlet in Data Center scope is missing endpoint data for certain durationCSCvu81878

NXOS Images uploaded are not put in var lib dcnm images folderCSCvu81964

EPL: NHV not created after upgrade when DCNM is upgraded during a particular
span of time

CSCvu82874

PMN: Exception while trying to add switch in default PODwhile pushing global configCSCvu83118

Infoblox: Multiple Manual poll is causing delay/duplicate entriesCSCvu83159

send-lifetime/accept-lifetime commands in key chain configuration dont work for
'local' timezone

CSCvu84291

Not able to create Sub-interface on L3-Po with the API /rest/interfaceCSCvu84565

Unable to authenticate from IPAM Integrator app after DCNM restartCSCvu84786

DCNM post-install IP address change - leaving AMQP server address unchangedCSCvv35543

when more than 20VM's are added to a vSwitch, vm's get cropped and container
namespaces are dangling

CSCvw83412
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